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ABOUT

TWENTY EIGHT MANSIONS

Ancient Chinese astronomers divided the sky ecliptic into 
four regions, collectively known as the Four Symbols, each 
assigned a mysterious animal.  

They are Azure Dragon (⻘⿓) on the east, Black Tortoise 
(⽞武) on the north, White Tiger (⽩⻁) on the west, and 
Vermilion Bird (朱雀) on the south. 

Each region contains seven mansions, making a total of 28 
mansions. These mansions or xiù correspond to the 
longitudes along the ecliptic that the Moon crosses during 
its 27.32-day journey around the Earth and serve as a way 
to track the Moon's progress.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Symbols_(Chinese_constellation)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Azure_Dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Tortoise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Tiger_(Chinese_astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vermilion_Bird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecliptic


XIU

DOU ZHUAN XING YI (TURNING OF THE DIPPER AND ROTATING OF THE STARS)

▸ Show the change of seasons or the pass of the time. 

▸ The person can control the movement of the stars to change the seasons. 

▸ The person can activate the four symbols to learn more about the mansions in 
that region.



DOU ZHUAN XING YI (TURNING OF THE DIPPER AND ROTATING OF THE STARS)

PROPOSAL

▸ Project mansions on the ceiling 

▸ The person turn around to move the stars 

▸ Moving of stars changes the season 

▸ Project on the ground for the season effects 

▸ Fog makes the scene more immersive



DOU ZHUAN XING YI (⽃转星移) 

UPDATED PROPOSAL
▸ Project mansions on the ceiling 

▸ When no interactions, the mansions will lit up one be one 
continuously. 

▸ The person turn Luopan around to move the stars. 

▸ Moving of the stars changes the season.  

▸ Project on the ground to display the season effects through 
fog. 

▸ Fog makes the scene more immersive. 

▸ Plan B: If the second projector could not work with 
Processing. Will use one projector for two side of the corner 
and place LEDs that can change colour according to the 
season on ground.



RESEARCH



XIU(宿) /MANSION

HOW DOES XIU WORK?

▸ Not much information online, even related 
books are hard to find. 

▸ This book is my main reference.



XIU(宿) /MANSION

CHINESE ASTROLOGY

▸ Chinese astrology is based on the traditional astronomy and calendars. Chinese 
astrology came to flourish during the Han Dynasty (2nd century BC to 2nd century AD). 

▸ One branch of it based on twenty eight mansions. 

▸ It is a very professional area of study, only used in the royal palace. So it’s not popular 
among normal people.



XIU(宿) /MANSION

SENSORS

▸ Leapmotion 

▸ Detects hand movements 

▸ Or Kinect 

▸ Motion detection, depth sensing 

▸ Luopan 

▸ Turn it into a rudder that can control the 
position of the stars 

▸ Rotary encoders/ Joystick/ Potentiometer Luopan



DOU ZHUAN XING YI (⽃转星移) 

LUOPAN

▸ The person can rotate the Luopan to 
select according mansion by move the 
mansion to the pin. 

▸ Rotary encoders are connected with 
the panel at the centre below the base. 

▸ The selected ones will lit up by the led 
beneath pin area. 

▸ Touch the center of luopan to activate 
astrological prediction. The person select 
according mansions by rotating the 
luopan.



DOU ZHUAN XING YI (⽃转星移) 

SOFTWARE
▸ Processing 

▸ Can communicate with Arduino 

▸ Have many libraries to work with 

▸ Compatible with Leapmotion 

▸ To display one sketch into two screens 

▸ Library: G4P; Most pixels ever 

▸ Arduino 

▸ Work with sensors and actuators 

▸ Able to read rotary encoders and touch pad. 

▸ Can communicate with Processing.



DOU ZHUAN XING YI (⽃转星移) 

COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS

▸ Water vapour generator 

▸ Water tank and humidifier 

▸ Or smoke generator 

▸ Leaser cut Luopan Panel 

▸ Luopan Base 

▸ With a section of LED 

▸ Luopan frame

▸ Arduino 

▸ Sensors 

▸ Rotary encoders 

▸ Aluminium foil 

▸ External power if needed 

▸ Projector x 2 

▸ Or projector x1 with color LEDs 

▸ Leapmotion if needed



PROJECT SCHEDULE



PHYSICAL 
COMPONENTS



PHYSICAL COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS

▸ Rotary encoder 

▸ Detects Luopan Angle 

▸ RGB LED 

▸ Lit up mansions in different color 

▸ Infrared avoid sensor 

▸ Activate Luopan and system when the 
person is close enough



PHYSICAL COMPONENTS

TEST COMPONENTS

▸ All components work well but there are several 
problems need to be addressed 

▸ Rotary encoder 

▸ The rotation is endless, the data can be 
any positive or negative number, no end 
point 

▸ How many counts for a full circle? 

▸ I counted 30 for a circle but I can not 
find any technical document about it 



PHYSICAL COMPONENTS

TEST COMPONENTS

▸ Infrared sensor 

▸ The sensor will detect objects automatically 
for a high frequency. I also don’t want the 
red signal light. 

▸ The light can be covered 

▸ Try to code to control the frequency 

▸ Or switch to Ultrasonic sensor



PHYSICAL COMPONENTS

TEST COMPONENTS

▸ HC-SR501 motion detection switch 

▸ It has repeat trigger mode 

▸ When testing, I found it can not send High 
signal continuously when the person is still 
with no movement 

▸ I need to look for another component or 
find a way to achieve the result I want



PHYSICAL COMPONENTS

LUOPAN



PHYSICAL COMPONENTS

LUOPAN

▸ Stand 

▸ Laser cut black PVC 

▸ Panel and screen 

▸ Arduino 

▸ Are LED



VISUAL  
COMPONENTS



MOOD BOARD FOR SEASONAL ELEMENTS



VISUAL COMPONENTS

DRAW THE FALLING ELEMENTS THAT RELATED WITH DIFFERENT SEASONS

▸ 36 different images for one season 

▸ Spring: flowers and petals 

▸ Summer: green leaves and dandelions 

▸ Fall: dead leaves 

▸ Winter: snow flakes



VISUAL COMPONENTS

COMBINE IMAGES INTO SPRITE SHEET

▸ Load 36 images as one sprite 
sheet can make Processing load 
faster 

▸ Tool used: Free Sprite Sheet 
Packer 

▸ Each image is 100x100px and 36 
images placed 6 by 6.

https://www.codeandweb.com/free-sprite-sheet-packer
https://www.codeandweb.com/free-sprite-sheet-packer


CODING



CODING

THE FORMULA FOR MANSION NUMBER

▸ In order to assign each objects with the correct 
number, I final have the correct formula by a 
process of trail and error.



CODING

SPAN THE SKETCH ACROSS MULTIPLE SCREENS

▸ As my sketch has two separate parts that need to be display simultaneously, I 
plan to use two computers and two projectors. 

▸ Most Pixels Ever Library by Daniel Shiffman 

▸ Although there is a step by step tutorial, I encountered tremendous problems, 
many of them are due to lack of explanation of details 

▸ All the problems have been solved through a lot of explorations



CODING

STEP 1 RUN THE SERVER

▸ Enable terminal service in setting 

▸                                        change the name to 
mpeServer.jar 

▸ Right click on above file’s folder 

▸                         



CODING

STEP 2 SET UP MULTIPLE SYNCING SCREENS

▸ Manually create and edit XML file 
accordingly 

▸ Instal java for mac 2017-01 

▸ For Mac Catanila, see this post and install 
it using AppleScript

https://forums.macrumors.com/threads/java-6-runtime-legacy-version-for-macos-catalina.2195954/page-5?post=29695733#post-29695733


TWO SYNCING SKETCHES IN THE SAME COMPUTER



CODING

STEP 3 SET UP MULTIPLE SYNCING SCREENS ON DIFFERENT COMPUTERS

▸ At first, I can not sync screens across two 
computers, several problems prevent the 
communication between the computers  

▸ Make sure you make the XML files by yourself as 
Processing won’t create them as the tutorial said 

▸ Make sure the IP address are the same in all the 
XML files 

▸ Make sure the id of XML files are different and 
best start after 0



TWO SYNCING SKETCHES IN DIFFERENT COMPUTERS



CODING

ERROR WHEN IMPLEMENT MOST PIXELS EVER LIBRARY

▸ Running master and client on the same computer caused errors 

▸ Both files are requesting serial port info 

▸ May be solved by remove serial communication in the client sketch and 
broadcast from master sketch 

▸ Will try to fix it in the following phase



CODING

SEASONAL EFFECTS

▸ Changing sky colour with mansion position 

▸ I changed back to black background as it looks cleaner 

▸ Falling objects corresponding to mansion position (seasonal change) 

▸ Objects changes as season changes



CODING

SEASONAL EFFECTS



CODING

SEASONAL
EFFECTS
WINTER



CODING

APPLY ALL THE SEASONAL SPRITE SHEET



CODING

TEXT

▸ Use array of strings to assign content for each mansion 

▸ Load text files for strings to display



CODE

REINFORCE SUMMER IMAGE

▸ Reverse object moving direction 

▸ Add fireflies to summer sprite sheet 

▸ Add background sound effect 

▸ Summer night ambience sound



CODING

ENLARGE MANSION PICTURE WHEN CHOSEN

▸ 1st try: multiple scaleVal with size and define fade 
in and out functions in the class, then change 
scaleVal with mansion numbers 

▸ Failed 

▸ 2nd try: use array of scaleVal to assign it to all the 
mansions and change them according to the 
mansion number 

▸ Failed 

▸ Then I figured out an easy way to do it



CODING

ADD FOUR SYMBOLS

▸ Put images of symbols in the centre 
of mansion circle that changes 
according to the selected mansion/ 
season. 

▸ Tested different size of symbols 
picture.



CODING

BACKGROUND SOUND EFFECTS FOR ALL SEASONS

▸ Play background sound effects for selected 
season; Pause the adjacent seasons’ sound 

▸ Sound used are ambient sounds that can be 
related with specific season



CODING

ADD STANDBY MODE

▸ Plan for standby mode 

▸ Explanation of Dou Zhuan Xing Yi 

▸ Maybe text animation? 

▸ Music 

▸ Motion to show the passing of time 

▸ Maybe moving the starry sky? 

▸ First attempt using a timer



Preview



PUT TOGETHER



ASSEMBLE

BROADCAST DATA TO SYNC MULTI-SCREENS AND CONNECT LUOPAN



LESSONS

LESSONS LEARNED

▸ When using two projectors, the bigger the space the better 

▸ When using MPE library make sure use master width and height in the code 

▸ The communication between Arduino and Processing and TWO projectors are 
very tricky, I really spent so much time to fix endless bugs… 

▸ The connection and placing of the LED cost much more time than I expected, I 
should have prepared more time for it.





CREDITS

▸ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extraterrestrial_sky 

▸ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_unit 

▸ https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/orrery/#/home 

▸ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Solar_System_objects_by_size 

▸ https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/connecting-arduino-to-processing/all 

▸ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl-mHFCGzYk

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extraterrestrial_sky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_unit
https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/orrery/#/home
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Solar_System_objects_by_size
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/connecting-arduino-to-processing/all
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl-mHFCGzYk

